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MAXLIFE™ POWER STEERING FLUID with STOP LEAK 

DESCRIPTION: 

Valvoline's MaxLife Power Steering Fluid with Stop Leak is a premium power 

steering fluid that helps maintain superior efficiency and performance of power 

steering units. Prevents leakage and squealing under severe conditions. 

Conditions seals, Protects against pump breakdown caused by wear, oxidation 

and foaming. Performs in subzero temperatures to insure cold weather 

performance. Will not clog or foam. Helps prevent corrosion, wear and 

oxidation. Use year-round. Meets GM part number 1050017 (Spec. 9985010), 

Chrysler Spec. 5931, and Ford Spec. M2C128C & D. 

• Replaces material # VV056 SynPower Power Steering Fluid 

• This product will help reduce and or eliminate the power steering 

whine noise associated with some GM Autos as stated in GM Bulletin # 

1875699. 

Use the fluid recommended in the owner's manual. Some power steering units 

are designed to use transmission fluid, while others are designed to use power 

steering fluid. Using the wrong fluid can cause performance deficiencies such as excessive foaming or 

improper lubrication. Never use power steering fluid in transmissions or as engine oil. 

Check the level of the power steering fluid at least once a year. If the power steering fluid is low, check 

the owner's manual for proper fluid specifications before bringing fluid up to the specified level. Do not 

overfill. 

Part Number Description Unit UPC 

VV335 MaxLife Power Steering Fluid with Stop Leak 6/32 oz. 0 74130 00335 4 

BENEFITS: 

 A premium semi-synthetic power steering fluid that helps improve performance 

 Helps stop squeals and leaks under severe conditions 

 Conditions seals 

 Protects against corrosion and wear 

 Will not clog of foam 
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TECHNICAL DATA: 

 

Appearance Clear, Amber Liquid 

Viscosity @ 40°C 50 cSt maximum 

Viscosity @ 100°C 7 cSt minimum 

Pour Point -42°C maximum 

Zinc, ppm 40 - 60 
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